Abstract-This paper is concerned with reduced-order H2 (i) by introducing new slack matrix variables, the requirement and H,, multirate filter bank design. Parameter-dependent of a common Lyapunov matrix is relaxed to the requirement Lyapunov function (PDLF) based linear matrix inequality of common slack variables; (ii) the structural constraints on (LMI) conditions are presented for the design of reduced-order the Lyapunov matrix in some special problems (e.g. reducedsynthesis filters. By the introduction of two new slack variables order filter design) can be converted to the constraints on the in PDLF, the constraint on the Lyapunov matrix is converted slack variables. Therefore, this technique can reduce the design to the constraint on the new slack variables. This renders a less conservativeness of the traditional methods. This paper will conservative design method for reduced-order multirate filter use this technique to develop design methods for reducedbank. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated order FBs. The design methods are developed by imposing a by an example. structural constraint on the slack variables introduced in PDLF. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem formulation. Section 2 presents an H"
presents the problem formulation. Section 2 presents an H" Multirate filter banks (FBs) have found a wide range of reduced-order FB design method. Section 4 generalizes the applications in signal processing and telecommunications and proposed method in section 2 to H2 reduced-order FB design. have been the subject of extensive research over decades. In Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed [3] , the design problem of FBs is cast into that of optimal methods with an example. The last section concludes the model matching. This approach is further extended in [17] , paper. [18] to design FBs subject to subband noises. The advantages of optimal model matching approach are that the design II. PROBLEM FORMULATION problems of FBs can be handled in a unified framework as in robust control and filtering, and that there are reliable To simplify presentation, this paper considers only twoalgorithms and software for globally optimal solutions. The channel FBs shown in Fig. 1 . The results carry over easily main limitation of this approach is that the structural features to multi-channel case. In the figure, x(k) is the input signal, of FBs are ignored, which generally results in the FBs with Ho(z) and Hi(z) are analysis filters, Fo(z) and F1(z) are very high-order. To make this approach practically applicable, synthesis filters used to reconstruct the signal x(k), and iz(k) optimal model matching with reduced order FBs is required. is the reconstructed signal. The [12] , [16] , [19] , it is far from m > 0, iz(k) = x(k-m). Given analysis FB, the synthesis FB being completely solved. As feasibility of rank-constrained can be designed to achieve PR provided certain conditions [14] LMI is always associated with reduced order design problems, are satisfied. As these conditions are restrictive, in practice, it is extremely hard, if not impossible, to find the globally PR may not always be feasible and may be too expensive optimal solutions to the generic design problems of reduced to achieve. Thus, the PR requirement is often relaxed to the order controllers and filters. requirement of minimizing the reconstruction error e(k)
technique [9] has been introduced in control community to reIn this paper, it is assumed that the analysis filters have duce the conservativeness of the traditional common Lyapunov already been designed for good decomposition of x(t) into function method for robust stability analysis and synthesis. its subband signals, and the problem to be considered is to
Since its introduction, this method has been generalized ex-design the synthesis filters Fo(z) and F1 (z) that minimize tensively and has been used to solved a number of analysis and e(k). Using the polyphase representation of FBs [14] , such an design problems in control and filtering [12] , [10] , [13] , [11] , FB design problem can be cast into the follwoing equivalent [7] , [8] , [15] . The main advantages of the PDLF technique are: model matching problem which is depicted in Suppose the order of A is n, we design reduced kth-order filters and the desired time delay m from the input signal R(z) with k < n. Using the PDLF method, we can get the to the reconstructed signal, and take on the following forms following result for the design of R(z).
Ho(z) _ F 1 1 Theorem 1 Suppose that E(z) and W(z) are given as
Then for a given 7y,, > 0, there exists a reduced kth- 
where cii = P1-F11A-ATFiT -A1SBCEO-A1CEOSB, D12
P12 -A F21 -A22CTOST -A1SA, and 
Remark 4 Corollary 1 is a simplified result of Theorem Similar to Theorem 1, substituting into (11) the matrices 1 by taking A1 = 0 and A2 = 0. The advantage of Corollary (G, F, P) in the forms of (5) and (6), we can complete the 1 is that with Al = A2 = 0, (2) becomes an LMI and can proof easily. Obviously, the method above can be applied to the H2 norm optimization.
can be derived from the following optimization Theorem 2 Suppose that E(z) and W(z) are given as min trace(Z) above. Then for a given 72 > 0, a reduced kth-order R(z) (Gll,G21,G2,Fll,F21,SA,SB,SC,SD,Pll,P12,P22) thnat minimizes subject to (7) and (8) with Al = A2 = 0.
W(z)-R(z)E(z)||2
Remark 5 Besides Hoo and H2 norm optimizations, mixed H2HOnorm optimization has also been used in [2], [17] , can be derived from the following optimization [18] . Obviously, the method proposed above can also be used mintaeZ to address mixed norm optimization problems. Under the same (C11 C21,G2,F11 F21 SA ,5B S ,SD,P ,P12,P22,l, A2) trc() slack variables C and F, the H2 and Hoo norm optimizations can have different Lyapunov matrices. Therefore, the proposed a less conservative filter design method. Similar to [15] , the method may render a less conservative design for mixed norm proposed method involves two extra parameters in filter deoptimization than the common Lyapunov matrix method. sign. By restricting the extra parameters to fixed constants, the conservativeness of the proposed method is acceptable.
